Serum anticholinergic activity in patients following cardiac surgery and healthy individuals following amitriptyline application.
The serum anticholinergic activity (SAA) is used as a marker for cognitive impairment. Here, two studies have been performed characterizing the SAA profile. In Study 1 the endogenous SAA in relation to the total serum protein concentration was monitored for 24 h in five healthy individuals and compared with that in four inpatients following cardiac surgery. In Study 2 the SAA of seven healthy individuals was assessed following a single amitriptyline dose. In both studies SAA was assessed by an ex vivo assay. In Study 1, the absolute SAA varied in a wide range of 1.2 and 14.5 atropine equivalents (AEs) over 24 h. A circadian pattern was not observed. The mean total serum protein concentration, but not the SAA, was significantly lower in inpatients than in healthy individuals. In Study 2, the SAA increased following amitriptyline to a maximum. The mean SAA increased by 6.39 AE at the amitriptyline peak concentration. High SAA variability showed a low statistical relation to amitriptyline concentrations. Both studies characterize the SAA as an individual parameter not affected per se by surgery or clinical care and poorly correlated with the total serum protein concentration. The relation with amitriptyline concentration helps to quantify SAA values towards a better understanding of the clinical implications and limitations of SAA changes.